**XCMG Motor Grader GR215/GR215A**

Main parameters:
- Operating weight: 16 tons
- Moldboard: 4270x610mm

Main configuration:
- Cummins 6CTA8.3 engine
- XCMG driving axle
- XCMG air conditioner driving cabin

Optional parts:
- Front mouldboard
- Rear scarifier
- Shovel blade
- Configuration for low temperature area

**Advantages of XCMG Motor Grader GR215/GR215A**

- XCMG motor grader gr215/xcmg gr215a equipped with CUMMINS EFI diesel engine (Tier3), low noise, low emissions.
- XCMG motor grader gr215/XCMG motor grader gr215a with ZF electro-hydraulic control power shift box, flexible and easy to manipulate.
- Three-drive rear axle with NO-SPIN automatic limited slip differential, smooth and reliable transmission.
- Front wheel hydraulic auxiliary drive system with the rear wheel interlock control gear, the machine can achieve six, four and two-wheel drive.
- Dual-circuit service brake hydraulic system, safe and reliable.
- ROPS & FOPS cab, equipped with electric washing windows and demister, dual heating and air conditioning, automatic ventilation.
- gr215 xcmg/gr215a through the CE certification, in line with European safety and environmental protection requirements.
- Optional components: front bulldozing plate, front harrow, rear ripper, ball wheel, automatic leveling system.

XCMG GR215 is one of the hot models, this XCMG grader is equipped with 6CTAA8.3/6CTA8.3 Cummins engine with 153kw/160kw. XCMG GR215 dimension is 8970x2625x3470mm, and Operating weight about 16500kg. XCMG GR215 maximum blade position angle can reach 90° and Circle reversing rotation is 360°. Adopt international support hydraulic parts, reliable work. The spacious and elegantly designed cab provides good field of vision and quality sealing.
Find us for more details